Slides Order Form
Our high quality 35mm slide scanners equipped with cutting-edge Digital ICE
image correction technology are the ideal choice for transferring your slides to
JPEG files on DVD. We accept slides in trays, carousels, strips or individual lots.

Minimum charge is $35 per order
Total number of slides to transfer as JPEG's to DVD
Please choose the scanning resolution appropriate for your needs by reviewing the information below
and checking the appropriate box:
Resolution:
Dimensions (pixels):
Raw file size per slide:
Print size (inches):
Price per slide:

1000 dpi

2000 dpi

3000 dpi

4000 dpi

1445 x 986

2891 x 1973

4336 x 2959

5782 x 3946

4 MB

16 MB

37 MB

65 MB

3” x 5”

6” x 9”

9 ½” x 14”

13” x 19”

$0.55

$0.65

$1.00

$1.49

Non-archival quality, Non-archival quality, Near archival quality, Highest resolution,
but sufficient for
but sufficient for small
ideal for prints
archival grade
viewing on a television
to medium prints
quality

Total number of JPEG DVD copies or copy-sets to produce, which includes the
first JPEG DVD disc or disc-set provided as part of the original order. If no
additional JPEG discs are required, fill in a value of one (1). [2 or more are $9.95 ea]

Y/N

Do you want us to produce a DVD slideshow based on your converted slides for
viewing on your TV? [$39.95] ( For fist 250 slides, add $20 for each additional 250 slides.)
●

If so, please specify a title for the slideshow in the space provided below:

________________________________________________________________

Y/N

●

Would you like your slideshow to have orchestral background music? [+$10.00]

●

Do you want extra copies of the slideshow? If so, how many? [$9.95 each]

Y/N

Do you want us to publish your digitized slides to Archival Grade Gold DVD discs rather than
Premium discs? [add $7.00 per disc]

Should you have any special requests or instructions for us to follow, please write them down below:
Topics of interest could be arranging folders in a particular manner on the disc, custom editing for the slideshow, specific due date, etc
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